Adult New books April 2021
Fiction
Turn a Blind Eye (William Warwick Novels Book 3)
Jeffrey Archer
"An expert juggling act that ends with not one but two intercut trials. More,
please." – Kirkus Reviews

A Gambling Man (An Archer Novel Book 2)
David Baldacci
"Aloysius Archer, the straight-talking World War II veteran fresh out of prison,
returns in this riveting new thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author
David Baldacci." – Amazon.com.

The Cottage on Lighthouse Lane (Miramar Bay Book 5)
Davis Bunn
"Bunn brings family and friendships to the forefront of this gracefully and skillfully
written story of hope, faith, and love in the toughest of times. . . . Fans of
Nicholas Sparks and Karen Kingsbury will be drawn to this feel good story." –
Library Journal.

The Son of Mr. Suleman: A Novel
Eric Jerome Dickey
"Dickey's posthumously published novel is a shining example of his skill at
combining a compelling narrative voice, sharp social commentary, and poetic
prose to create a complex tale featuring sensual characters with truly unique
perspectives." – Booklist.

Sooley: A Novel
John Grisham
"New York Times bestselling author John Grisham takes you to a different kind of
court in his first basketball novel. Samuel “Sooley” Sooleymon is a raw, young
talent with big hoop dreams…and even bigger challenges off the court." –
Amazon.com.

A Distant Shore: A Novel
Karen Kingsbury
"Inspirational fiction superstar (Publishers Weekly) and #1 New York Times
bestselling author of life-changing fiction returns with this high-stakes love story
of danger, passion, and faith." – Amazon.com.

When the Stars Go Dark: A Novel
Paula McLain
"[A] stunning crime novel . . . McLain matches poetic prose with deep
characterizations as she shines a light on the kindness in her characters’ souls.
Fans of literary suspense won’t be able to put this one down." – Publishers

Weekly.

Country Proud: A Novel (Painted Pony Creek Book 2)
Linda Lael Miller
"Miller has found a perfect niche with charming western romances and cowboys
who will set readers' hearts aflutter. Funny and heartwarming...a must-read." –

RT Book Review.

Death with a Double Edge: A Daniel Pitt Novel
Anne Perry
"Reliable Edwardian legal suspense, liberally flavored with contemporary
feminism, from an old pro." – Kirkus Reviews

Miss Julia Happily Ever After: A Novel
Ann B. Ross
"Ross has a gift for elevating such everyday matters as marital strife and the
hazards of middle age to high comedy, while painting her beautifully drawn
characters with wit and sympathy." – Publishers Weekly.

Ocean Prey (A Prey Novel Book 31)
John Sandford
"Entertaining. . . Fans will enjoy seeing the two old buddies and their cohorts
wading into dangerous [sic] wasters." – Publishers Weekly.

Finding Ashley
Danielle Steel
"In this blockbuster novel from Danielle Steel, two estranged sisters get the
chance to connect again and right the wrongs of the past." – Amazon.com

Non-Fiction
Beautiful Things: A Memoir
Hunter Biden
"’I come from a family forged by tragedies and bound by a remarkable,
unbreakable love,’ Hunter Biden writes in this deeply moving memoir of addiction,
loss, and survival." – Amazon.com.

World Travel: An Irreverent Guide
Anthony Bourdain and Laurie Woolever
"Charming…. Irresistible…. An exhilarating and worthwhile choice for those
planning an actual trip and for stay-at-home travelers." – Library Journal.

You Are Your Best Thing: Vulnerability, Shame Resilience, and the Black
Experience
Tarana Burke and Brené Brown
"Tarana Burke and Dr. Brené Brown bring together a dynamic group of Black
writers, organizers, artists, academics, and cultural figures to discuss the topics
the two have dedicated their lives to understanding and teaching: vulnerability
and shame resilience." – Amazon.com.

Blood and Treasure: Daniel Boone and the Fight for America's First Frontier
Bob Drury and Tom Clavin
"Clavin and Drury return with an enlightening biography of Daniel Boone set
against the backdrop of 18th-century America’s conflicts with England and Native
tribes. [They] successfully separate fact from fiction while keeping the pages
turning. History buffs will be entertained." – Publishers weekly.

Permission to Dream
Chris Gardner and Mim Eichler Rivas
"This small book presents BIG ideas for turning your “one day” into today,
including the generational transfer of a dream and a powerful blueprint for a
masterpiece life—from the author of the New York Times bestselling memoir and
major motion picture The Pursuit of Happyness." – Amazon.com.

The Bomber Mafia: A Dream, a Temptation, and the Longest Night of the Second
World War
Malcolm Gladwell
"An exploration of how technology and best intentions collide in the heat of war."
– Amazon.com.

Empire of Pain: The Secret History of the Sackler Dynasty
Patrick Radden Keefe
"A grand, devastating portrait of three generations of the Sackler family, famed
for their philanthropy, whose fortune was built by Valium and whose reputation
was destroyed by OxyContin, by the prize-winning, bestselling author of Say
Nothing." – Amazon.com.
Broken (in the best possible way)
Jenny Lawson
"Lawson returns with a wry and entertaining take on her battle with depression,
anxiety, and rheumatoid arthritis. As always, the author is unrivaled in her ability
to use piercing humor and insight to take on heavy subjects....The beauty of
these essays lies in Lawson's unfailing hopefulness amid her trials....Lawson's fans
are in for a treat." – Publisheers Weekly.

Effortless: Make It Easier to Do What Matters Most
Greg McKeown
"From the New York Times bestselling author of the million-copy bestseller
Essentialism comes an empowering guide to achieving your goals. It all starts
with a simple principle: Not everything has to be so hard." – Amazon.com.

Buses Are a Comin': Memoir of a Freedom Rider
Charles Person and Richard Rooker
"Person’s engagingly rendered, intimate testimony offers a look at the power of
character and conviction among grassroots activists who paid the painful price of
direct action to penetrate America’s consciousness." – Library Journal.

The Haunting of Alma Fielding: A True Ghost Story
Kate Summerscale
"Prepare not to see much broad daylight, literal or metaphorical, for days if you
read this.... The atmosphere evoked is something I will never forget." – The Time
(London).

What Happened to You?: Conversations on Trauma, Resilience, and Healing
Oprah Winfrey and Bruce D. Perry
"Through this lens we can build a renewed sense of personal self-worth and
ultimately recalibrate our responses to circumstances, situations, and relationships.
It is, in other words, the key to reshaping our very lives." – Oprah Winfrey.

